Nano Science, Technology and Industry Scoreboard

Faster and Easier Access to Latest Nanotechnology Information
through New Graphical View of StatNano Homepage
2018-09-17
StatNano homepage will be put to display on 24 September 2018. The new
graphical view enables visitors to have easier access to science and
technology indicators, nanotechnology databases, organizations, news, and
publications.

StatNano homepage will be demonstrated with a new graphical view as of 24 September
2018. The new graphical view enables visitors to have easier access to science and
technology indicators, nanotechnology databases, organizations, news, and publications. The
following sections will be available on the new website:

Compass
Various information about nanotechnology world including trends, new events, and
interesting statistics will be presented to the visitors in forms of short facts or hints. Visitors
can like or share the topics.

Nanotechnology News around the World
Visitors can read StatNano analytical reports and the latest nanotechnology news from all
over the world. Various subjects with hot topics have been collected in this section. Visitors
will be directed to the news sources for more information.

Nanotechnology Events
Visitors are able to see and ﬁnd upcoming nanotechnology events at desired time periods.
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If a nanotechnology event is not found on the website, the visitors can inform StatNano
website so the event is added to the database.

Nanotechnology Industries and Products
Nanotechnology industrial sectors have been introduced in this section as well as the latest
statistics and information about them. Visitors can see information about 5 top
nanomaterials, properties, companies, and countries in that industrial sector by just clicking
on it.

Nanotechnology Standards
Find standards in your ﬁeld of activity right now! Statistics and information about
nanotechnology standards and national and international standard organizations have been
gathered in this section with an insight to the latest standards published by them.

Publications
StatNano analytical reports are available for free in this section in abstract form. Visitors
can purchase the full reports on this section.

Indicators
The latest status of your country in nanoscience and nanotechnology has been
demonstrated in 17 diﬀerent indicators in this section in form of graphical charts. Each chart
includes the rank and trends of your country in the selected indicator.

Nanotechnology Companies
The new section about companies that introduces top manufacturing nanotechnology
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companies all over the world will be very attractive to the visitors. Top companies in each
industrial sector have been introduced in this section, and visitors can see more information
about the company products by selecting them.
Some main features taken into account in the design and production of the new version of
the website are as follows: creation of more appropriate users’ experience (UX), ease of
scrolling, and faster access to various sections of the website such as indicators,
nanotechnology products database, organizations, and events. The new website is more
user-friendly, and it is interactive on all platforms such as desktop computers, laptops,
tablets, and smart phones.
Please contact us at info@statnano.com for your comments and suggestions in order to
improve the structure and contents of the new website.
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